a b st r a c t Recent developments in grammatical theory seem to invite an integration of grammar and interaction; nevertheless, there are reservations on both sides. While some of these reservations can be traced to misconceptions, others are deeply rooted in the theoretical premises of each approach. The diff erences are, however, not very well understood; especially theoretical premises regarding the role of cognition in language use have been hindering a fruitful collaboration. Reinterpreting the results of Conversation Analysis (CA; cf. Sacks, Schegloff , & Jeff erson, 1974 ; Sacks, 1992 ) in terms of Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 1995 (Goldberg, , 2006 Croft, 2001 , Langacker, 2008 recasts the discursive practices identifi ed in CA in terms of participants' cognitive construals of the communicative situation, making the speaking subjects apparent in their strategies and conceptualizations of the interaction.
Introduction
The extent to which grammar and interaction can be combined depends on the general aims of the respective grammatical theories under consideration; yet recent developments in syntactic theory seem to invite their integration. For instance, many recent approaches to grammar (e.g., Goldberg, 2006 ; Bresnan, 2007 ; Bybee, 2007 ; Langacker, 2008 ) assume that linguistic knowledge is usage-based, i.e., the result of repeated exposure to the usage of language in context. This assumption not only understands grammatical knowledge to consist of units that "emerge via the progressive entrenchment of confi gurations conversation, grammar, and cognition sentences of a language and only those (Kay, 1995 , p. 171) . In contrast, Cognitive Grammar (e.g., Langacker, 1987 Langacker, , 2008 , Radical Construction Grammar (Croft, 2001 ) , and the Cognitive Construction Grammar approach inspired by Lakoff ( 1987 ) and developed by Goldberg ( 1995 Goldberg ( , 2006 are not mainly concerned with generating grammatically correct sentences and instead aim to describe real speakers' linguistic behaviour and to develop psycholinguistically plausible models of linguistic knowledge, accounting for linguistic creativity and language change as well as for contextual appropriateness. It is thus especially the latter, cognitive linguistic approach which involves networks of more or less entrenched constructions of varying degrees of schematicity that reveals fertile ground for interactionalists' concerns (cf. Deppermann, 2007 ) .
Assuming that the integration of grammatical and interactional knowledge is desirable, for instance for reasons of realistic coverage, and given the possibilities Construction Grammar seems to present for such an integration, the question arises why grammarians do not eagerly incorporate fi ndings from interaction studies, and conversely, why interactionalists do not readily create grammatical representations to present their fi ndings. The reason is that there are many reservations on both sides. From the perspective of the grammarian, many mechanisms of grammar formalization and theory rely on notions like sentence-hood, well-formedness, and semantic completeness, none of which plays an important role in spontaneous interaction. First, spoken interaction is always situated and thus infl uenced by the contingencies of the situation, which means for linguistic expressions that they are highly context-dependent. Second, the underlying unit in talk-in-interaction is not the sentence but the turn-constructional unit (TCU; see Schegloff , 1996 ) . If, however, the well-formed sentence does not constitute the major point of orientation in grammatical description, much of what syntactic theory has achieved over the past fi fty years is called into question. Furthermore, even though many recent studies of interactional phenomena include notions like TCU or transition-relevance place (TRP) (Sacks et al., 1974 ) , even in semiformalized descriptions (e.g., Fischer, 2000 ; Fried & Östman, 2005 ; Wide, 2009 ), these are not formalized notions at all (cf. Ford, Fox, & Thompson, 1996 ; Ford, 2004 ) . Therefore, they cannot play the role the notion of sentence plays in grammars oriented toward written language. Thus, from the perspective of grammatical theory, there are numerous obstacles involved.
Also, from the perspective of conversation analysis, there are several major reservations concerning a grammatical account of interactionalists' fi ndings because the features that are considered to be obstacles to an integration of interactional phenomena into grammar by grammarians are held to be defi ning of talk-in-interaction, i.e., attested conversation in real-life social action by interactionalists. In particular, the turn-taking system, which organizes the construction of units larger than individual utterances in interaction, is a pivotal fischer organizing principle (Sacks et al., 1974 ) . Units are often re-evaluated and elaborated on during their production, based on the communication partners' contributions (e.g., Hopper, 2008 Hopper, , 2011 . Furthermore, speech production is on-line and timing is crucial (Auer, 2009 ) . Finally, and most importantly, the meaning of an expression is interactively construed, and the meaning range of each expression is considered to be a social, rather than cognitive, product (Schegloff , 2005 ) . Because of these constitutive features of spoken interaction, interactionalists are generally rather hesitant to formalize interactional fi ndings in a grammatical framework (e.g., Barth-Weingarten, 2006 ; Deppermann, 2006 Deppermann, , 2007 Imo, 2007 Imo, , 2008 Günthner, 2008 ; Auer & Pfänder, 2011 ) .
For many of these problems, the cognitively oriented versions of Construction Grammar do in fact off er solutions, and thus many of the issues previously raised may rest on misconceptions about basic premises of cognitive approaches to language in general and Construction Grammar in particular. A considerable obstacle for a fruitful integration of interaction and grammar are, however, the diff erent roles assigned to cognition in the two approaches, and clarifying these diff erences will be mandatory before real progress can be made.
The procedure taken in this study is to consider an interactional phenomenon studied in the most prominent interactional approach in this research area, Conversation Analysis (CA), and to ask how this phenomenon might be represented within Construction Grammar. After appreciating the minute detail a CA analysis produces, I will argue that a grammatical perspective can add some important insights that a purely CA-based approach is bound to overlook, and thus clarify what a grammatical perspective can off er that an interactional perspective currently does not. Next, I address apparent problems and show how they can be solved, before turning to a more fundamental problem, the roles of cognition in the two disciplines. I will argue that while these diff erences are based on crucial methodological diff erences, understanding them better allows us also to create a bridge between conversation and grammar. To conclude, I will argue that the two approaches involved, Construction Grammar and CA, can jointly contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of the interactional phenomena in language.
Conversation
CA is an approach to analyzing real-life conversation that was developed in the sociological framework of ethnomethodology, its main aim being the identifi cation of participants' social practices (e.g., Sacks et al., 1974 ; Sacks, 1984 Sacks, , 1992 . Its most defi ning theoretical premises are the restriction to authentic, conversational data, the conception of language use as social action, and the attention (and restriction) to participant categories as the only explanatory concepts allowed in the description (Schegloff , 2005 ; Heritage, 2008 ; cf. Hutchby & Wooffi tt, 1998 ) . That is, descriptive categories for the analysis of conversation need to be demonstrably categories to which the participants in interaction attend such that they are not carried into the description by the analyst. This attention is demonstrated by the analyst by means of detailed sequential analyses of all instances of a phenomenon in a corpus and by adapting the analysis to each example until the description accounts for all instances (cf. Schegloff , 1968 ) . The results of such analyses are sequential patterns of talk-in-interaction which constitute recognizable practices for its members.
As an example of the kinds of fi ndings CA produces, and in order to illustrate its procedure, in the following we shall consider a comprehensive conversation analytic investigation of a typical phenomenon of spoken interaction, the interjection oh , for which specifi c sequential patterns of use have been established. In several papers, John Heritage has presented analyses of the English interjection oh in various contexts that demonstrate the subtle interactional work speakers carry out using this interjection (Heritage, 1984 (Heritage, , 1998 (Heritage, , 2002 (Heritage, , 2005 . Using oh as an example is additionally useful for our purposes because as a change-of-state token (Heritage, 1984 , see below) , oh has a cognitive meaning. It may thus illustrate the possible relationships between grammar as viewed in cognitive linguistics and conversation analysis in some depth.
In his fi rst analysis, Heritage concentrates on oh after informings. He fi nds that "in proposing a change of state with the production of oh , recipients can confi rm that, although they were previously uninformed on the matter at hand, they are now informed" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 304) . This is in contrast to receipt tokens such as yes and um-hm , which avoid or defer treating prior talk as informative (p. 305). An example of oh after the informing act of another speaker is the following:
(1) Heritage ( 1984 , p. 302) J: I w'z j 'st eh ringing up t' s ay I'll be comin' d own inna mo m ent, (.) → I:
Ohgh goo : d,
Heritage shows that these reactions to informings containing oh often co-occur with evaluatory statements; that is, " oh receipts are commonly combined with assessment components to give an oh-plus-assessment turn structure" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 302) , as in example (1) Here, the fi rst occurrence of oh is followed by a question which elicits further information.
Oh is thus "routinely used to receipt information" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 311) , as also the other uses of oh in example (3) illustrate. This also concerns the acceptance of counter-information, as in example (4): (4) Heritage ( 1984 , p. 312) B: It looks like b eef'n bean curd.
(1) J:
Well I wan' lots of beef.
Oh. Pork.
D: Mh hm
Oh can also occur in the context of other-initiated repair:
(5) Heritage ( 1984 , p. 316) A: Well who'r you workin' for. B:
.hhh Well I'm working through the Amfat Corporation. A: The who ? B:
Amfah Corpora[tion, T's a holding company. → A:
[oh A: Yeah.
Here, similarly, oh is used to signal the receipt of the reformulation or other solution to the trouble source detected: "The producer of the repair initiation receipts the repair unit with oh , thereby proposing a change of state of information and, by implication, a resolution of the trouble previously heard" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 316) .
Heritage furthermore notes that repair receipts and receipts of the responses to understanding checks are very similar, and that oh occurs in a sequential structure that can be presented in the following way (Heritage, 1984 , p. 319 
):
A: repairable B: repair initiation / understanding check A: repair/confi rmation/disconfi rmation B: oh -receipt Thus, the lexical item oh may be part of highly schematized sequential structures in which it fulfi ls its particular functions. More generally, however, it serves as a display of understanding, such that oh "generically proposes that its producer has undergone some kind of change of state" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 324) . This may concern the understanding of new information after informings as much as the receipt of a repair or of a confi rmation or disconfi rmation of an understanding check.
In addition, Heritage ( 1984 ) [Oh:, (.) I: An'-is he a' ri:ght?= J: =Oh he's fi :ne… Thus, it is usually "the 'oh'-producer who subsequently progresses the talk" (Heritage, 1984 , p. 334) ; the occurrence of oh alone is perceived as notably incomplete.
In a later paper, Heritage ( 2002 ) shows that the use of oh after assessments does not necessarily involve surprise (which is generally assumed; cf., for instance, the OED ), as example (7) illustrates: (7) Heritage ( 2002 , ex. 8) A: They keep 'im awful nice somehow → B:
Oh yeah I think she must wash 'im every [week A:
[God-she must (h) wash 'im every day the way he looks [to me B:
[ (9), and (10) also illustrate that surprise may not be at issue in these uses of oh and that " oh -prefaced responses markedly indicate that the question to which they respond has occasioned a shift in the respondent's attention. The occurrences of oh in the following examples are recurrently associated with inquiries that address 'known information' or other diffi culties concerning the appositeness or relevance of a question, and in many cases, they are used to sanction this and other aspects of a question's inappositeness in an inexplicit yet marked fashion" (Heritage, 1998 , p. 326) . (8) [No I haven't seen it Rae [sed it 'n she said she f-depressed her ():
[() Eve: ter[ribly → Jon:
[Oh it's terribly depressing. → Lyn:
[Oh it's depressing.
(9) Heritage ( 1998 , p. 295, ex. 5) A: Are you a sociology major?
Oh no no. A: Gee, I didn't mean to be insulting.
Oh no, I didn't mean it in that way. Sosh majors can't work in the department. Think about what I do.
(10) Heritage ( 1998 , p. 296, ex. 6 To sum up thus far, even though oh indicates that the speaker is undergoing some change-of-state in many contexts, such that he or she signals that s/he has received something s/he didn't know before, oh may also be used when the information is in fact not new. More recently, Heritage ( 2005 ) uses his previous investigations of oh to address the relationship between conversation and cognition directly. He argues that oh is not a s y m pto m of certain cognitive processes; that is, it does not mean that there is really a change of cognitive states in the speaker who is uttering oh . Instead, speakers can be shown to place oh at interactionally relevant places, fulfi lling certain interactional tasks. Examples that illustrate this claim are (11) and (12) (12) Jen: Okay then I was asking and she says you're working tomorrow as well, Ivy: Yes I'm supposed to be tomorrow yes, → Jen: Oh:::,
In these examples, the speakers of the utterances containing oh are unlikely to signal surprise or the undergoing of a real change of cognitive state since their partners merely confi rm one of the two alternatives that the speakers had been setting out for them. Therefore, Heritage ( 2005 , p. 191) argues that " oh production is more likely to be driven by the external demands of interaction rather than the internal pressures of cognitive expression". Yet even though these occurrences of oh may not be symptoms of cognitive processing, they still function as acknowledgements of information provided by the communication partner, i.e., as signals of a change of a cognitive state of the speaker. Heritage therefore concludes that "cognitive process is both represented and embodied in interaction" (p. 201).
To summarize, Heritage's analyses reveal, and in fact in much more detail than it could be presented here, a general meaning of oh as a change-of-state token for a broad range of its uses; that is, the interactional analysis indicates that for a large subset of the data, there is a stable symbolic relationship between the form oh and a particular meaning. Moreover, the analyses identify diff erent turn-formats in which the interjection can occur, which are associated with certain functions oh can fulfi l. That is, in the analyses Heritage specifi es the sequential contexts in which oh may be used and which are related to certain contextual interpretations of the change-of-state marker, the repair marker and the change-of-orientation marker. Together, the analyses also indicate what kinds of social actions participants use oh in and how these social actions are organized to be recognizable to the co-participants.
Gr ammar
In order to address the diff erences in orientation between a grammatical and an interactional description, let us start out by investigating to what extent of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/langcog.2015.23 fischer [ 1 ] Diff erent prosodic realizations that infl uence the interpretation oh receives in particular contexts may, however, also be taken into account (cf. Local, 1996; Reber, 2012 ). Yet how prosody and grammar can be taken to interact with each other is an unresolved question, which would go far beyond the scope of this paper.
Heritage's account of oh is a grammatical description already. This will allow us to identify what a grammatical perspective has to off er in addition to a CA description.
3.1. s i m i l a r i t i e s Heritage's account provides an analysis of many uses of oh as a change-ofstate token; this corresponds to the sign-based view taken in Construction Grammar (henceforth CxG): oh constitutes a stable form-meaning pair. 1 Heritage's ( 2005 ) argument that oh is not directly related to certain cognitive states but part of a highly functional discursive practice corresponds to the position taken in cognitive linguistics; in cognitive semantics, meaning is not taken to be a truthful rendering of certain events, either, but is understood as cognitive construal (e.g., Lakoff , 1987 ) . Therefore, a cognitive analysis would also hold oh to be a linguistic sign and not a symptom of a cognitive state of the speaker; that is, it would be understood as a particular way of categorizing experience. Drawing on Goff man ( 1978 ), Wilkins ( 1992 , p. 148 ) addresses this point explicitly: "interjections […] tend to be socially situated acts, even if they are not conventionally situated" and "the illocutionary purpose of emotive interjections is to show how the speaker feels at the exact moment of speaking (in a fashion that is conventional and appropriate to the situation at hand)" (p. 152). The use of the interjection oh is therefore truly symbolic (cf. also Clark & Fox Tree, 2002 , for a similar discussion of the hesitation markers uh and um ). Thus, Heritage's account is similar to the more cognitive-linguistically oriented approach to CxG based on the work by Langacker, Goldberg, and Croft with respect to the symbolic nature of the item under consideration. Furthermore, Heritage's analyses off er descriptions of diff erent turnformats, or structural contexts, in which oh can occur. Partly, these sequential contexts are already highly schematic, like, for instance, the repair contexts (Heritage, 1984 , p. 319 ; see example (5) above), and partly they are more specifi c, being dependent on certain semantic features in the contexts, such as the speech act meaning a s s e s s m e n t as a contextual feature in the interpretation of " oh in assessments" (Heritage, 2002 ) . These structural contexts can easily be understood to correspond to diff erent constructions in which instances of oh receive their concrete interpretations. This perspective corresponds to the constructionist's position that any construction "with unique, idiosyncratic morphological, syntactic, lexical, semantic, pragmatic, OR discourse functional properties must be represented as an independent node in the constructional network in order to capture a speaker's knowledge of their language" (Croft, 2001 , p. 25; emphasis original) .
It is therefore very easy to see how Heritage's results can be recast into a CxG account. Neglecting the fact that there are as yet no accepted means for representing interactional notions like turn-constructional units or transition relevance places (cf. Ford et al., 1996 ; Selting, 1996 ) , the structural contexts identifi ed for oh can be presented, for oh-p lu s -a s s e s s m e n t after informings, for instance, as form-meaning pairs. The form component describes that oh occurs turn-initially before a TCU expressing an assessment and possibly an optional TCU eliciting further information. In addition, as Local ( 1996 ) has demonstrated, many of the patterns identifi ed in Heritage ( 1984 ) are associated with relatively distinct prosodic features. The meaning component comprises then a representation of the speech act of the previous turn, which is some kind of informing, and a representation of the meaning of the turn containing oh , which signals a change-of-state, plus evaluation and an optional elaboration. Numerous recent studies in Interactional Linguistics make use of this correspondence between the structural contexts identifi ed in CA and the open form and meaning sides of constructions by postulating constructions for stable patterns of interactional sequencing of diff erent degrees of schematicity (e.g., Fischer, 2000 Fischer, , 2006a Fischer, , 2006b Fischer, , 2010 Deppermann, 2006 Deppermann, , 2007 Deppermann, , 2008 Imo, 2007 Imo, , 2008 Birkner, 2008 ; Günthner, 2008 ) . Whether all details from conversation analyses like Heritage's study can be cast into a grammatical description is of course open; for instance, a result such as that oh by itself after news announcements is heard as 'notably incomplete' has no obvious account in a grammatical analysis. On the other hand, it remains open whether this fi nding is itself not part of knowledge about news pre-announcements, which generally come in a tripartite structure of preannouncement, receipt/evaluation, and request to tell, where all three social actions can be produced in various diff erent ways (see, for instance, Levinson, 1983, p. 350) , and where the notable incompleteness of oh is due to the expectation that after the receipt/evaluation there should be a request to tell.
In any case we can conclude that central aspects of CA results seem to be compatible with central notions held in CxG.
3.2. a p pa r e n t d i f f e r e n c e s However, there also seem to be diff erences between the results from a CA study such as Heritage's and a Construction Grammatical representation.
In particular, interactional linguists have voiced concerns with respect to the status of constructions in CxG (e.g., Imo, 2007 ; Günthner, 2008 Ford ( 2004 ) and Ono and Thomson ( 1996 ) also warn against the interpretation of conversational units as fi xed and static: "[s]yntactic knowledge, then, cannot be just something static that speakers 'carry around in their heads', but must be understood in a much more dynamic way as a resource that guides the production and interpretation of utterances" (Ono & Tompson, 1996 , p. 90 ). This perspective is reiterated in a recent collection by Auer and Pfänder ( 2011 ) in which the authors, in particular Hopper ( 2011 ) and Pekarek-Döhler ( 2011 ) , argue that 'constructions' are basically "the linguist's a posteriori interpretations of constructional schemata that are deployed by speakers on a moment-by-moment basis as solutions to recurrent needs in real time" (Pekarek-Döhler, 2011 , p. 82) .
The concern that constructions may be perceived as static units is, however, shared by many grammarians in cognitive linguistics. For instance, Langacker has pointed out repeatedly that he does not understand the schemata of Cognitive Grammar as fi xed entities; rather, he assumes that all entities in Cognitive Grammar may be entrenched to diff erent degrees and that they form networks representative of their usage: "linguistic units are not separate and independent with respect to one another; some units overlap with others or include them as components. And rather than being distinct from their instantiations, schemas are best envisaged as inherent aspects of the processing activity in which they reside. They are immanent in their instantiations in much the same way as that the schematic shape of letter inheres in all of its fonts" (2008, p. 217) . While schematic and specifi c units thus form a dynamic network, individual exemplars, frequency, and processes like metaphor or analogy also play considerable roles in grammar (e.g., Abbot-Smith & Tomasello, 2006 ; Zeschel, 2010 ; Wonnacott, Boyd, Thomson, & Goldberg, 2012 ) . Similarly, McClelland and Bybee ( 2007 , p. 439 ) stress the gradient nature of grammatical knowledge; they hold that "productive patterns are built up from experience with exemplars of multiple types". Productivity, accordingly, is "the tendency for a pattern to apply to new forms" (p. 439). This "allows productivity to be a matter of degree" and "an empirical matter" which "should be handled with care" (p. 440). This concern is refl ected in the discussion on the defi nition of constructions; in particular, while CxG initially based the defi nition of construction-hood on the criterion of non-compositionality (e.g., Goldberg, 1995 , p. 4) , more recent versions hold that constructions may also be entrenched patterns: "Any linguistic pattern is recognized as a construction as long as some aspect of its form or function is not strictly predictable from its component parts or from other constructions recognized to exist. In addition, patterns are stored as constructions even if they are fully predictable as long as they occur with suffi cient frequency" (Goldberg, 2006 , p. 5) .
Furthermore, the results from corpus-driven quantitative approaches to CxG, as exemplifi ed in collostructional analyses (Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2003 ; cf. also Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004 ; Stefanowitsch & Gries, 2005 ) , indicate that, for instance, many verb-argument-structure construction combinations are informed by statistical probabilities instead of by exceptionless rules. The results of such analyses show to what extent certain lexical items are attracted to certain grammatical constructions, painting a picture of grammar as a complex network in which units are related to each other by means of characteristic statistical patterns comprising signifi cant attraction and repulsion. Construction Grammar and Interactional Linguistics thus agree more on the dynamic nature of grammar than hitherto assumed.
Another suspected problem is that while CA is interested in situated, contingent social action, grammar regards linguistic units as removed from the social contexts of their use. However, CxG also understands the structures of a language as a toolbox to solve regularly occurring, real-life problems of real speakers (Fillmore, 1976 (Fillmore, , 1982 ; consequently, semantic and encyclopaedic knowledge are taken to be indistinguishable (Fillmore & Atkins, 1992 ) , and especially frame semantics (Fillmore, 1976 ) is intended to bridge the gap between utterance semantics and extralinguistic knowledge. Moreover, much of current work in CxG is based on corpuslinguistic studies, which often pay attention to register and dialect (e.g., Bresnan & Hay, 2007 ; see also Birkner, 2008 ). Langacker, like Fillmore, holds that "[t]he mental construction of a language is itself grounded in social interaction and cultural attitudes" (Langacker, 2008 , p. 217 ). In addition, constructions do not constitute fi xed, context-free entities; instead, coercion eff ects can be observed, for example, between verbs and argument structure constructions (e.g., Michaelis, 2004 ; Fuhs, 2010 ) , or between mass and count nouns and certain noun phrase constructions (Fillmore & Kay, 1995 ) , accounting for sentences like there was squirrel all over the road or I put three beers into the fridge . Coercion eff ects are, however, prime examples for context-sensitivity in grammar. So given the context-sensitivity of constructional meanings, the gradient nature of constructional units, and the probabilistic relationships between constructions, the reservations against CxG from the interactionalist perspective may in fact be more due to a misunderstanding of the positions of CxG than a theoretical incompatibility.
3.3. w h at g r a m m a r h a s to o f f e r Given the considerable similarities between the concerns of CA and CxG, and the fact that most apparent problems could be solved, it is now time to see what grammar can off er that possibly exceeds the possibilities of a CA analysis. In particular, some of the interpretations that oh may receive in context may be due to the structural contexts in which oh occurs, rather than due to the item oh itself. In this case, it makes sense to assume that meanings are encoded in structural contexts, i.e., grammatical constructions, rather than in the linguistic item occurring in these constructions. b. A grammatical approach can explain the relationships between the diff erent readings. For instance, it can account for the relationship between oh as a change-of-state token, as in Heritage ( 1984 ) , and as a signal of changing orientation, as in Heritage ( 2002 ) . c. A Construction Grammatical perspective on the results of CA-analyses may also serve to get the thinking, feeling, and categorizing language user who makes choices, consciously or unconsciously, back into the picture, and thus to readdress the gap between the cognitive and the social.
Concerning (a), generalization across lexical items, I would like to argue that a grammatical perspective is one that is oriented to the meanings connected to the structures that may be schematic to diff erent degrees, i.e., they generalize over particular instances. The CA focus on individual discursive practices, valuable as it may be to tease out the particular functions of linguistic structures in context, disguises the fact that some of the interpretations proposed by an item in a sequential pattern may originate in the sequential structure itself, rather than in the item under consideration. In particular, oh occurs in contexts in which other discourse markers may also occur. For instance, similar to example (1), we can fi nd in the British National Corpus: (13) <PS6NM>: okay right so best of luck to you anyway if you <PS6NN>: [ … ] okay <PS6NM>: sort of get that er sort of er get a, a neat copy run off we might be able to get it down for repro to reprographics in time for er Tuesday week with a bit of luck <PS6NN>: That should be no problem at all. The interpretation that oh serves to indicate a change of state in response to the partner's turn may thus come from the sequential context itself, not from a discursive practice developed around oh . That is, although oh diff ers from the other lexical items used in the same slot, i.e., turn-initial before an assessment, because of its symbolic meaning (cf. Fischer, 2000 ) , its occurrence in example (1) is similar to examples (13)- (15) in that all markers in this position acknowledge the partner's turn by signalling successful perception and understanding and continued attention, as well as a continuation of the same topic (Allwood, Nivre, & Ahlsén, 1992 ) ; i.e., they claim that the current utterance relates relevantly to the previous (cf. Fischer, 2010) . These meaning aspects are part of the constructional meaning; that is, the locus of the interpretations arising lies in the turn-initial occurrence of the respective discourse marker followed by an assessment. The interpretations are thus not connected to the discourse markers themselves, since in other contexts these discourse markers do not have these meanings (cf. also Fischer, 2006a ) , as the broad spectrum of uses of oh identifi ed by Heritage in his various papers indicates. These constructional meanings, however, only become apparent if several linguistic items in the same structural contexts are considered and a grammatical perspective on the phenomena is taken (cf. also Deppermann, 2008 ) . Taking the broader perspective produces a truly Construction Grammatical understanding of the data. Thus, taking g r a m m a r seriously means to provide for schematization and to account for the learnability of fi nite resources, and taking C o n st r u c t i o n G r a m m a r seriously means to allow for the possibility that certain meanings are carried by a construction, and not by a lexical item.
CxG does not necessarily postulate maximal generalizability; "maximally general categories and rules are highly likely not to be psychologically real" (Croft, 2001 , p. 5) ; the identifi cation of grammatical constructions is rather taken to be eventually the result of psychological research into categorization and the formation of taxonomies (p. 53). Furthermore, CxG foresees the possibility that there are inter-individual diff erences between the kinds of generalizations made (cf. Dabrowska, 2010 ) . The problem of generalization and the postulation of categories constitutes a problem both for cognitive linguists and interactionalists; while CA focuses on participant categories only, cognitive linguists have to reject distributional analyses as well since there are no a priori criteria to decide which criteria are relevant for category of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/langcog.2015.23 fischer formation (Ch. 1.4-1.5). Nevertheless, type and token frequencies can serve as indicators for schematized constructions; in particular, high type frequency indicates that a general category can be assumed (Bybee, 2007 ; Croft, 2001 , p. 28; Zeschel, 2010 ) . With respect to the discourse particle construction suggested above, given its high type frequency, it is probable that speakers do generalize over the individual uses of discourse particles. Concerning (b), possible relations between the readings of an item, I want to suggest that a cognitive linguistic perspective on the data as embraced by CxG reveals relationships between linguistic structures and items that otherwise remain opaque.
In Heritage's account, the diff erent sequential patterns identifi ed stand beside each other as if they were completely unrelated. A CA account off ers no relationship whatsoever to explain why oh can mean change-of-state in one context and, say, change-of-orientation in another. However, in line with conjunctions, modals, and other discourse markers (Sweetser, 1990 ; Fischer, 2000 Fischer, , 2006a Fischer, , 2007 , the change-of-state indicated by oh may occur either in response to the subject matter reported on or in response to the speech act of bringing the subject matter up. Thus, the reason why oh can be used in examples like (7)- (9) above, in which the speaker obviously knows the matter presented already, is that it refers not to the matter presented, but to the fact t h at it is presented; for instance, the fact that the communication partner does not know the information conveyed, as in (9) and (10), or that the speaker had to bring it up at all, as in (8). That is, the speaker does not acknowledge the receipt of certain information presented, but, for instance, the fact that it was uttered at all.
Let us consider example (7) again:
(7) A: They keep 'im awful nice somehow → B: Oh yeah I think she must wash 'im every [week A: [God-she must (h) wash 'im every day the way he looks [to me B: [I know it Here, oh does not indicate that the speaker has undergone a change of state, since she does not know anything now that she did not know before. Heritage therefore suggests that oh functions to initiate a change in orientation of the subsequent talk. However, allowing the same oh to refer not to the content of what is being said but to the speech act itself, i.e., the fact that the communication partner says what she says, the suggested homonymy of the two diff erent uses of oh changes into systematic polysemy, in line with conjunctions like but or so , which may vary along the same dimension (Sweetser, 1990 ; Fischer, 2000 ) . The fact that this occurrence of oh leads to a change in orientation follows naturally from the general change-of-state meaning of oh (cf. also Clark & Fox Tree, 2002 , for a similar argumentation regarding the hesitation markers uh and um ).
The fact that CA does not suggest such relationships itself is, of course, not accidental; instead, CA and cognitive linguistics diff er considerably with respect to their understanding of the nature of the patterns described. This leads to (c), bringing those who produce the talk analyzed in CA back into the picture.
Cognitive linguistics developed in contrast to a view of grammar as independent of its use, i.e., as a representation of linguistic competence (Chomsky, 1965 ) , and as a module independent from other cognitive capabilities or even embodiment (e.g., Wierzbicka, 1985 ; Lakoff , 1987 ; Lakoff & Turner, 1989; Fillmore & Atkins, 1992 ) . Thus, the development of cognitive linguistics can be seen as an attempt to bringing the embodied subject and his or her sensemaking activities back into the description of language structure.
In cognitive linguistics, meaning is understood as cognitive construal, and language structure is taken to be motivated by the cognitive representation of embodied human subjects (Cruse & Croft, 2004 ) . More recently, cognitive linguistics focuses not only on the impact of cognition and embodiment on grammar, but also on aspects of usage and entrenchment (e.g., Langacker, 2008 ) . Here, grammar functions as a cognitively motivated resource the speakers of a language make use of, understanding grammar as a symbolic resource for subjective construal.
CA, in contrast, describes structural contexts as socially attended to practices (Schegloff , 2005 ; Heritage, 2010 ) . Discursive practices constitute a social resource which is demonstrably oriented to by the participants; the conversation analysts' task thus consists in describing those practices to which speakers in conversation attend. The regularities observed may be violated, but then need to be accounted for; that is, speakers violating interactional norms need to provide explanations, i.e., present accounts of the deviation from the normative expectations (Heritage, 1988 ) . Grammar, in this view, is thus a collection of normative resources attended to by the participants (cf. Auer, 2002 ) .
While CA studies thus reveal what participants are really orienting to, the embodied thinking, feeling, and categorizing subjects with their agendas, experiences, and preferences disappear in CA accounts. This may be desirable from a sociological perspective (Schegloff , 2005 ), yet it fails to account for the processes of categorization to which participants can be shown to attend.
Co gnition
While the diff erences suggested between CxG and CA considered above thus rest on a misunderstanding of (some, though admittedly not all) grammatical of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/langcog.2015.23 fischer positions that have so far hindered a successful integration of grammatical and interactional analyses, I would like to argue that it is in particular incompatible perspectives on cognition that prevent a reinterpretation of results obtained by means of conversation analysis, such as Heritage's, in grammatical terms. Given the general compatibility between CA results and CxG accounts discussed above, I wish to argue that currently discrepant theoretical perspectives on the nature of cognition in language use prevent the ready integration of fi ndings such as Heritage's in a CxG. While these diff erences cannot (and perhaps even should not) be overcome easily, clarifying the sources of divergence facilitates a division of labour between the two approaches and thus encourages their collaboration.
In particular I want to suggest that the origin of CA in the social sciences, and particularly in ethnomethodology (Garfi nkel, 1967 ) , implies a view on cognition as a phenomenon that itself needs explanation. One reason for this is methodological: ethnomethodology focuses on speakers' own methods to signal to their interaction partners what they consider the current social action to consist in (Heritage, 2010 ) . By focusing on participants' own understandings, conversation analysts resist carrying non-emic categories into the analysis (Schegloff , 2005 ) , that is, categories that are based only on the analyst's understanding and are not interactionally relevant to the participants. CA therefore concentrates on what is observable in a conversation such that it leaves traces within the sequential organization of an interaction (Sacks, 1984 ) and, correspondingly, resists the use of cognitive concepts and explanations. The other reason concerns CA's research interests: since ethnomethodology is interested in uncovering people's own methods for social action, invoking cognition becomes an object of investigation to the extent that conversationalists make use of it themselves; for instance, Lynch and Bogen ( 2005 , p. 227) state: "the concept of 'cognition' itself is likely to be dissolved in the course of the displacement from an abstract space of mental representation to a contexture of communicative practices."
In this context, Heritage's fi nding that oh carries out specifi c interactional work and does not constitute a response to, or accurate representation of, a prior cognitive state, is in line with the orientation of CA at uncovering social practices. From this perspective, the display of a change-of-state, for instance, does not necessarily need to be related to a corresponding cognitive phenomenon. The CA analysis thus rather addresses under which circumstances participants represent cognitive processes in interaction.
However, beside its role as a participant category in which cognition is represented by the interactants as a means to accomplish social action, there are various other possible roles cognition may play in language use. The most obvious is that people seem to be able to store, organize, and retrieve shared linguistic resources; for instance, Hopper ( 2011 ) argues that conversation consists of routinized patterns that speakers memorize and reuse. He illustrates this for a stretch of conversation for whose patterns he fi nds thousands or even millions of hits each in a simple Google search. Memorizing and retrieving these 'sedimented routines' are, however, cognitive capabilities. While Hopper argues that constructions are not "timeless entities that are fully present and complete, whose beginning, middle and end can be surveyed simultaneously" (p. 42), suggesting that they are not stored (and thus cognitive) units, his own results in fact demonstrate that they are. In addition, collaboration, which has been shown to be a ubiquitous and pervasive feature of conversation (e.g., Auer, 2005 ) , presupposes that conversationalists are indeed able to project a unit's middle and end. Hopper's position is also in contrast to Auer's ( 2002 ) fi ndings that both syntax and interaction rely on the capacity for projection. While CA aims to uncover interactants' own methods for making actions recognizable, grammatical constructions allow the co-participants to project the upcoming social action (Auer, 2002 (Auer, , 2005 . That is, grammatical constructions represent interactants' linguistic methods for projecting social action.
Memory, retrieval, and projection are thus cognitive capabilities that constitute prerequisites to interactants collaborating on constructions, as shown, for instance, by Pekarek-Döhler ( 2011 ) . Thus, in contrast to her conclusion, that constructions are post-hoc postulates by linguists, these constructions are attended to resources interactants make use of and expect to be shared by their co-conversationalists (cf. also Deppermann, 2008 , who concludes that constructions constitute a shared resource for participants).
In addition to being represented in interaction by the participants themselves, and in addition to enabling the knowledge of linguistic resources, cognition furthermore plays considerable roles with respect to processes like generalization, categorization, and schematization. That is, the linguistic resources interactants make use of are abstractions over usage events, such that similar items are categorized into classes, for instance, and prefabricated structures develop open slots (e.g., Tomasello, 2003 , for fi rst language acquisition). Considerable work, especially in cognitive linguistics, has been carried out uncovering these kinds of processes (e.g., Lakoff , 1987 ) , which constitute an essential feature of linguistic competence. In particular, units of grammar are "schematic relative to both the source events and the further events in which they fi gure. Once established, they function as templates in constructing and interpreting new expressions. The relationship they bear to the corresponding aspects of subsequent usage events amounts to categorization" (Langacker, 2008 , p. 220) . The more cognitively oriented versions of CxG especially understand the degree of schematization, just like any instance of categorization, to constitute an empirical problem (cf. Croft, 2001 , p. 27) . In this connection, Construction Grammarians see generalizations as solutions to recurrent tasks that individual speakers, or groups of speakers, of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/langcog.2015.23 fischer create (cf. Dabrowska, 2010 ). Yet while most versions of CxG postulate both specifi c and schematic units to co-exist in the network that constitutes grammatical knowledge (Croft, 2001 , p. 28; Langacker, 2008 , p. 238) , they all assume such schematization to occur. The generalization and schematization processes contribute to the organization of grammatical knowledge in a structured inventory of constructions, corresponding to the cognitive organization of linguistic structures, (Croft, 2001 , p. 27; Langacker, 2008 , pp. 8-9) . Thus, a core feature of a grammatical perspective on language is to account for generalization.
Moreover, from the point of view of grammar the question arises how speakers come to choose one linguistic construction over another. Choice, however, is likely to rely at least partly on cognitive mechanisms, such as participants' personal agendas (e.g., Fischer, 2011 ) , institutional purposes (Stivers, Mondada, & Steensig, 2011 ) , genre (e.g., Birkner, 2008 ) , social status (e.g., Matsumoto, 2010 ) , face (Brown & Levinson, 1987 ) , and many other partially social, partially cognitive factors. One cognitive factor whose impact has recently been demonstrated (Fischer, 2011 , forthcoming ) is the partner model; for instance, caregivers have been found to memorize not only which words a child already knows, but also which ones it is about to learn, and to adjust the length of their utterances accordingly (Roy, Frank, & Roy, 2009 ). Thus, people can be shown to attend to knowledge about previous encounters with their communication partners and to reason about them.
The relationships between linguistic resources and cognition may consequently be manifold and highly complex; among these various possible relations CA is very well suited to shed light on cognition as a resource claimed and invoked by the participants themselves (cf. the papers in te Molder . However, other kinds of cognition are relevant in the description of language use, too. The anti-cognitive stance, which is widely, yet unevenly, spread in CA and related disciplines (see the breadth of papers in te Molder & Potter, 2005 ) , is methodologically and empirically justifi ed by the analysis of cognition as represented in talk-in-interaction by the participants themselves; for instance, conversation analysts demonstrate that there are numerous interactional functions of a phrase like I think that have nothing to do with the speaker thinking something in terms of "a private life of the mind" (Edwards & Potter, 2005 , p. 254) . Here, CA and related approaches (esp. discursive psychology) constitute an important methodological safeguard against too easy explanations based on stipulations of intentions and other non-observable cognitive processes. However, other kinds of cognitive processes have been shown to be relevant for language use, and a Construction Grammatical perspective is very well suited to address these processes. To this, CA could in fact contribute by allowing their notion of 'attention to' to be reinterpreted in cognitive terms, which, however, is rather controversial; for instance, Potter and te Molder ( 2005 , p. 21) argue that 'attention-to' should not be understood in cognitive terms, but rather as a "special kind of psychological reality -not one defi ned by in-the-head mental processes, but by the participants orienting practically in the course of ongoing interaction to the relevant features of the interaction". Notwithstanding this, much work in CA has in fact pointed to cognitive processes as attended to by the participants themselves. One example is Bilmes' ( 2009 ) analysis of taxonomic categorization, which he shows participants to collaborate on and negotiate in interaction. Another example is speakers' attention to constituent boundaries (cf., for instance, Ford et al., 1996 ) and 'possible sentences' (Selting, 1996 ) in turntaking. Here, CA could contribute as an additional method to the empirical foundation of grammatical analysis. So while CA's methodological stance does not leave room for experimental studies like card sorting or reaction time tasks and is generally not the fi rst choice of method that springs to mind for investigations of categorization, generalization, or schematization, there are in fact several studies using CA methodology that explicitly address categorization in interaction (cf. Schegloff , 2007 ) .
Consequently, when conversation analysts hesitate to understand 'attention' in interaction as a cognitive process (see, for instance, Potter & te Molder, 2005 , pp. 20-21) , then they do so on the basis of their fi ndings on the representation of cognition in interaction, such as Heritage's results on oh above that illustrate that its uses fulfi l interactional functions rather than serve as expressions of cognitive processes. However, that displays of cognition cannot be taken as direct indicators of cognitive processing is a position held also in cognitive linguistics; it does not exclude that cognition generally plays numerous important roles in interaction. Consequently, conversation analysts' reservations against grammatical description based on a general anti-cognitivist stance are unwarranted and rely on a too narrow perspective on cognition in language.
Conclusions and prospects
In the course of this investigation, we have seen that CxG and CA are compatible in many respects, and that many aspects of the CA analyses presented can be easily transferred into a CxG. In addition to being merely compatible, the two disciplines can profi t from further collaboration. For instance, work in CA can provide grammarians with cognitively plausible descriptive categories to which participants demonstrably attend by uncovering the interactional consequences of a category evident in the sequential organization of the interaction. 2 fischer Furthermore, we have seen how certain requirements and perspectives from CA may make certain versions of CxG more suited for a representation of interactional phenomena than others. Thus, the integration of conversational features in a grammatical description favours a linguistic theory that sees grammatical knowledge as form-meaning pairs with a very wide conception of meaning, where the meanings are not taken to be direct refl ections of cognitive processes but instead displays of cognition understood as social action. Finally, a grammatical representation to account for conversational phenomena will also have to resist any premature attempts at formalization, since traditional grammatical notions, such as sentence-hood, well-formedness, and semantic completion are not applicable to the description of conversational interaction.
To sum up, it seems that many of the suspected problems are not as problematic as suspected. However, we have also seen that a grammatical perspective would want to add further steps to the analysis of 'sedimented patterns' described by means of CA. These extra steps concern an account of generalization across items with a focus on identifying constructional meanings, an account of generalization across readings or constructions, such that the perceived relationship between diff erent uses of the same lexical item would be represented in some way or other, and a cognitive perspective featuring the real, embodied, thinking and feeling speaker who is making linguistic choices. At the same time, CxG also profi ts from CA analyses in terms of realistic coverage and empirical support concerning the distinctions proposed by showing that participants in fact orient to them as well. r e f e r e n c e s fischer
